Physically-based distributed hydrological models are widely used for hydrological simulations in various environments. However, as with conceptual models, they are limited in data-sparse basin by the lack of streamflow data for calibration. Short periods of observational data (less than 1 year) may be obtained from the fragmentary historical records of past-existed gauging stations or from temporary gauging during field surveys, which might be of values for model 10 calibration. This study explored how the use of limited continuous daily streamflow data might support the application of a physically-based distributed model in data-sparse basins. The influence of the length of observation period on the calibration of the widely applied Soil and Water Assessment Tool model was evaluated in two Chinese basins with differing climatic and geophysical characteristics. The evaluations were conducted by comparing calibrations based on short periods of data with calibrations based on data from a 3-year period, which were treated as benchmark calibrations for the two basins. To 15 ensure the differences in the model simulations solely come from differences in the calibration data, the Generalized Likelihood Uncertainty Analysis scheme was employed for the automatic calibration and uncertainty analysis. In both basins, contrary to the common understanding of the need for observations over a period of several years, data records with lengths of less than 1 year were shown to calibrate the model effectively, i.e. performances similar to the benchmark calibrations were achieved. The model of wet Jinjiang Basin could be effectively calibrated using a shorter data record (1 month), 20 compared with the arid Heihe Basin (6 months). Even though the two basins are very different, the results demonstrated that data from the wet season and wetter years performed better that data from the dry season and drier year. The results of this study demonstrated that short periods of observations could be a promising solution to the problem of calibration of physically-based distributed hydrological models in data-sparse basins and further researches similar to this study are required to gain more general understandings about the optimum number of observations needed for calibration when such 25 model are applied to real data-sparse basins.
Introduction
Globally, flood and droughts are the two most prevalent natural disasters, considered to have affected 140 million people annually, on average, between 2005 and 2014 (United Nations Offices for Disaster Risk Reduction, 2016) . Mitigating the possible damages associated with these disasters relies on precise forecasting in term of timing and scale (Callahan et al, 1999; McEnery et al, 2005) . Hydrological models are tools commonly used for simulating the water cycle at basin scale and 5
for predicting streamflow at the basin outlet, which represents the integrated output of all the hydrological processes within a basin. Most parameters of hydrological models are conceptual without explicit physical meaning, which makes it necessary to identify parameter values through model calibration based on streamflow data (Gupta 2005) . However, there has been a general decline in the networks designed to monitor streamflow (Wohl et al., 2012) , especially in developing countries, because of resource constraints (e.g., financial and human resources), which has become a major obstacle to the applications 10 of hydrological models in basins where streamflow data are sparse (Hrachowitz et al, 2013) .
The usual approach regarding data-sparse basins is regionalization, which estimates model parameters using information from similar gauged basins. One major concern with regionalization is prediction uncertainty, which is determined by the degree of similarity and by the method chosen to describe the similarity (Sivapalan, 2003) . To reduce the uncertainty introduced by regionalization, many researchers have tried to improve parameter estimation by the introduction 15 of limited information from the ungauged basin. For example, Viviroli and Seibert (2015) combined short-term streamflow observations with parameter regionalization and showed that parameter identifications could be improved compared with using information only from donor basins. Many recent works have focused on using in situ or remote sensing observations of hydrological processes other than streamflow for model calibration, e.g., soil moisture (e.g., Silvestro et al., 2015; Vrugt et al., 2002) , evapotranspiration (Vervoort et al., 2014; Winsemius et al., 2008) , groundwater level(e.g., Khu et al., 2008) . 20 These studies have shown promising performances for identifying parameters that describe the processes being measured.
However, none of these observations has the capability of streamflow data for constraining hydrological model parameters.
Another appealing approach is the use of river water surface area, width, or stage derived from remote sensing as a surrogate of streamflow for model calibration (e.g., Revilla-Romero et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2015; Getirana, 2010) ; however, such an approach depends on the availability of effective satellite observations. Furthermore, the reported higher simulation 25 uncertainty in comparison with calibration based on streamflow data is another concern (Sun et al., 2010 (Sun et al., , 2012 .
From the above, it is clear that streamflow observations play a critical role in identifying hydrological model parameters.
For an ungauged basin, although a long time series of observations is unavailable, short-period records of streamflow or occasional observations from field surveys might be obtainable. Therefore, if such data are to be used for calibration, to know how many observations are needed to calibrate model parameter is important. It is usually suggested that streamflow 30 records covering several years are necessary (Yapo et al., 1996) ; however, several researchers have attempted to challenge this common understanding using discontinuous or a short-period records of less than 1 year in basins within different climatic regions (e.g., Perrin et al., 2007; Kim and Kaluarachchi, 2009; Seibert and Beven, 2009; Tada and Beven, 2012) .
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For conceptual models, these researches indicated that with observations of the order of several scores, reasonable parameter estimates could be derived, similar to those obtained from calibrations using records covering several years could be obtained, highlighting the possibility that calibration with limited numbers of observations is a promising alternative to the classical regionalization approach. For hydrological simulations or predictions in changing environments, physically-based distributed hydrological models are usually preferred, because of their better description of the spatial heterogeneity and 5 details of the water cycle at the basin scale (Finger et al, 2012; Wu and Liu, 2012) . However, the use of limited observations to address the calibration problem of such models in ungauged basins has been addressed rarely in the literature, probably because of the complexity of model structures and the corresponding considerable demands for computation time.
The objective of this study is to explore whether physically-based distributed hydrological models could be calibrated effectively using short-period of continuous observations, which might be obtained from fragmentary historical records of 10 past-existed gauging stations or from short-period field surveys. The commonly used Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) model was adopted for the investigation. Previous research has shown that the requirements of calibration data differ significantly among basins (e.g., Liden and Harlin, 2000) . Therefore, we selected two basins with different climatic conditions (one in a humid region and the other in an arid region) to improve the generality of our findings. The evaluation relies on comparison with the conventional calibration using observations covering several years, which was adpoted as the 15 benchmark simulation. The evaluation requires an objective calibration and uncertainty analysis framework to ensure the differences among the calibration results derived solely from the differences in the observations. Considering this issue, the Generalized Likelihood Uncertainty Estimation (GLUE) method (Beven and Binley, 1992; Freer and Beven, 1996) was used for the model calibration, for which all the settings during the calibration were verifiable and satisfying the requirements of the evaluation. By reducing the number of observations used in the model calibration in a designed manner and by 20 comparing each with the benchmark calibration, the influence of the length of observational records on the calibration could be analyzed and the feasibility of using limited data discussed.
Materials and method

Hydrological model
SWAT is a popular physically-based distributed hydrological model developed by the USDA. It operates on a daily-time 25 step, and it is capable of simulating the water cycle and transportation of sediment and pollutants at the basin scale. The model is fully integrated with geographic information system (GIS). Based on a river network derived from a digital elevation model, the study basin can be discretized into many subbasins. Moreover, based on GIS data of the soil type and land cover, each subbasin can be separated into several unique hydrological response units for describing the heterogeneity in runoff generation. The hydrological processes considered in the model include precipitation, interception, infiltration, 30 evapotranspiration, snowmelt, surface runoff, percolation, baseflow, and flow movement in river channels. Because of the Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci. Discuss., doi:10.5194/hess-2016 Discuss., doi:10.5194/hess- -192, 2016 Arnold et al.(1998) and Gassman et al.(2007) .
Calibration and uncertainty analysis method
Considering the objective of this study, manual calibration is not feasible for the comparison of calibrations because it relies on subjective judgments about model performance (Madsen 2003) . Therefore, an automatic calibration procedure that 5 optimizes an objective function by searching parameter spaces to find combinations reflecting the characteristics of target basin was required (Muleta and Nicklow, 2005) . Another concern is the phenomenon of equifinality (Beven, 2001 ) that many very different parameter sets might exhibit similar performances. Thus, it is necessary to quantify the uncertainty introduced by equifinality for the evaluation. Here, the GLUE method was employed as the automatic calibration and uncertainty analysis scheme. It was integrated to the SWAT model in the calibration package SWAT-CUP (SWAT 10 Calibration Uncertainty Procedures) (Yang et al., 2008) . To describe the equifinality in a quantitative manner, it regards all those parameter sets performing better than a predefined threshold as behavioral parameter sets, for which the corresponding simulations with weights assigned based on performance are then used to produce an ensemble simulation. Several subjective options must be made when using the GLUE method, but they are made explicitly and they can be examined at any time (Beven and Binley, 1992) . For different calibrations, if all subjective settings except the calibration data remain the 15 same, the GLUE method can ensure that differences in the calibration results derive purely from the different observations used in the calibration, which is ideal for the comparison needed for the evaluation of this study. Here, the procedure for the implementation of the GLUE method was follows:
1. Generate random parameter sets. Usually, the prior information about parameter distributions is unknown, and therefore assuming uniform distributions is reasonable (Beven and Freer, 2001) . Then, the Latin hypercube sampling scheme is 20 adopted to generate parameter sets randomly from parameter space.
2. Select behavioral parameter sets. A likelihood measure is defined to quantify the degree of goodness with which each parameter set can reproduce the observations. Then, based on a threshold set by the modeler, the good parameter sets (named behavioral parameter sets) are selected. Here, the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) was used as the likelihood measure:
( 1) 25 where Q obs,i (m 3 /s) and Q sim,i (m 3 /s) represent the observed and simulated streamflow, respectively, at time step i, and Q obs,avg (m 3 /s) is the average value of the streamflow observations.
3. Calculate the behavioral parameter sets' posterior likelihood. Every identified behavioral set is included to make an ensemble simulation. The posterior likelihood of each set, i.e., the weight of the streamflow simulation of each behavioral parameter set in the ensemble simulation, is computed based on the Bayes equation: 30 Discuss., doi:10.5194/hess-2016 Discuss., doi:10.5194/hess- -192, 2016 Manuscript under review for journal Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci. where
is the prior likelihood of parameter set θ, under the assumption of a uniform prior distribution (which is the same value for all sets), L[θ|Q obs ] is the NSE that quantifies the performance of reproducing Q obs , and C is a scaling factor makes unity the sum of posterior likelihood for all behavioral parameter sets.
4. Make an ensemble prediction. At each time step t, the cumulative distribution of the simulation is calculated:
( 3) 5 where P (Q t <q) is the cumulative probability of the simulated streamflow Q t less than an arbitrary value q, L p [θ i ] is the posterior likelihood of set θ i , for which the simulated streamflow is less than q, and m is the amount of the parameter sets that satisfy the condition of Q t,i < q. The streamflow corresponding to the lower 2.5% and upper 97.5% quantiles of the posterior distribution at each time step consists of the lower and upper limits of the ensemble simulation, respectively. The predicted streamflow corresponding to the best performing parameter set (judged from likelihood) is treated as the best 10 estimate of streamflow.
Study basins
To make our study more generalized, two Chinese basins with different climatic and geophysical conditions were selected: one is located in a humid region and the other is located in an arid region. For each basin, the influence of the length of the observational record on the calibration will be explored. Then, comparisons between the two basins will be performed to 15 obtain insights that are more generalized.
The Jinjiang Basin (Fig. 1) is located on the west coast of the Taiwan Straits in Fujian Province, China. The area of the basin is 5629 km2. The river system has two major tributaries that flow from mountainous area of the north, join at Shuangxikou, and then flow to the low plain region in the southeast (elevation rangs from 50 to 1366 m). The dominant land covers are forest and crop land, and the main soil types are paddy soil, red soil, and yellow soil. The basin is in a subtropical 20 monsoon climatic region, with warm dry winters and hot rainy summers. Annual precipitation ranges from 1000 to 1800 mm, most of which falls in summer. The hydrological modeling was conducted for the upstream area of the Shilong gauging station.
The Heihe Basin (Fig. 2) is in the arid northwest of China. It is the second largest inland basin in China with an area about 128,900 km2. From the southern mountainous region to the northern high-plain area, the elevation decreases from 25 about 5000to 1000 m. The hydrological simulation was executed for the upstream mountainous region of Yingluoya gauging station, encompassing an area of around 10,000 km2. The elevation of the study area varies from more than 5000m in the headwater region to around 1700 m at Yingluoya station. The primary land cover types are forest, grassland, and Gobi, and alpine meadow soil and frost desert soil occupy more than 74% of the basin area. The region has an inland continental climate with cold dry winters and hot arid summers, with average annual precipitation around 400mm. 30
Experiment design
Based on the availability of streamflow records, the benchmark calibration for the Jinjiang Basin was based on full daily lengths. Under such a precondition, the evaluation considered whether the calibration using a short period of data (i.e., a subset of the calibration data of the benchmark calibration) could achieve performance similar to the benchmark calibration.
If so, a subset of the pervious dataset was used for the calibration. This process was repeated until the performance of the subset decreased significantly. In this context, two issues need to be considered carefully: the assessment of the performance of each calibration and the strategic selection of the short period of data. 10 Perrin et al. (2007) showed that model performance in the calibration period could be very good when using very limited numbers of observations, because it is easy to fill only a small number of points in the hydrograph. Conversely, the performance in the validation period could be very poor because, in most time steps of the simulation period, there are no observations to constrain the model simulation. Therefore, the evaluation of limited numbers of streamflow data needs to consider the performance in both calibration and validation periods, (but mostly in the validation period), because no 15 information is used for the calibration. Subsets of the calibration data from the observations used in the benchmark calibration were extracted strategically, which will be introduced later. These short periods of records were used for the calibration and compared with the benchmark calibration. The validation periods selected for the case studies of the Jinjiang Basin and Heihe Basin were 2008-2009 and 2006-2008, respectively , the same as for the benchmark calibrations. The evaluation of each calibration was performed in terms of the aspects of general performance and simulation uncertainty. The 20 general performance was represented by the NSE of the best behavioral parameters set (i.e., the one with the highest likelihood value constrained by the calibration data) for the calibration and validation periods. Two indexes were combined to assess the simulation uncertainty. The R_factor is a measure of the average width of 95% simulation intervals (4) where Q 97.5%,i and Q 2.5%,i represent the 97.5% and 2.5 % quantiles of the simulated streamflow at time step i, respectively, m 25 is the total time step of the simulation, and σ Qobs is the standard deviation of the streamflow observations. The P_factor is the percentage of observations embraced by the 95% prediction intervals. A low value of R_factor combined with a high value of the P_factor indicates low simulation uncertainty. A new index U combining the P_factor with the R_factor was defined as: (5) Simulations by distributed models are time-consuming and the calibration using the GLUE method requires models to be run a large number of times. Therefore, it was possible to follow the studies of conceptual models (e.g. Perrin et al 2007;
Seibert and Beven, 2009 ) that could conduct calibrations many times. To perform the calibration in manageable times, the experiment was conducted in two stages. First, three calibrations using 1-year data record that covered both the rainy and dry 5 seasons, and five calibrations using 6-month data record that covered either a rainy season or a dry season were undertaken.
The selected periods for both basins were subsets of the calibration data used for the benchmark calibration and they are listed in Table 1 . If there are calibrations using the 6-month data record which could achieve performances similar to the benchmark calibration, stage two of the experiment was initialized, in which the subsets of the best performing 6-month data record were used for calibration. Kim and Kaluarachchi (2009) and Yapo et al. (1996) showed that data from high-flow 10 periods are more informative than data from low-flow periods for model calibration, because most model modules are activated in high-flow periods. As our study explored the possibility of optimum performance of certain lengths of records for calibration, the 3-month, 1-month data and one 1-week datasets with highest average streamflow corresponding to the above three time scales were employed to calibrate the model and conduct the evaluation.
Results and discussion 15
Performances of the two benchmark calibrations
Before we can apply the model for the evaluation proposed in this study, the model robustness in the two basins must be examined, through assessing model performance corresponding to the benchmark calibrations. Ten commonly calibrated SWAT parameters from the literature were selected for the automatic calibration using GLUE, and their prior ranges were set based on the recommendation from SWAT-CUP. The parameters and their prior ranges (Table 2) were the same for all 20 calibrations to exclude the influence of parameter uncertainty and ease the calibration comparisons. For each calibration, 10,000 parameter sets were generated randomly using the Latin hypercubic sampling method to run the GLUE scheme. For the benchmark calibrations of the two basins, the results of the calibration are summarized in Table 3 , and the best simulations and uncertainty bands of the ensemble simulation are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 . For the Heihe Basin, the threshold for likelihood was set to 0.5, whereas for the Jinjiang Basin, too many parameter sets could result reasonable simulations, 25 and therefore the threshold was raised to 0.7. The NSEs of the best simulation in two cases were satisfactory and they could reproduce the observed hydrographs well. Furthermore, the uncertainty bands covered most of the observations. All these facts indicate that the model applications for both basins were successful. The results of these two calibrations were treated as the benchmarks for each basin. The only difference between the benchmark calibrations and the other calibrations was the calibration data, which were therefore the only cause of the differences in the calibration results. 30
Evaluation of the Jinjiang Basin case
The performances of the ensemble simulations corresponding to the 1-year and 6-month calibration datasets are listed in Table 4 . For the 1-year period, all three calibrations performed similarly to the benchmark calibration, and the dataset for 2006 even outperformed the benchmark. Figure 5 processes of that period. Furthermore, it was found that the performance using datasets for the wet season was generally 10 better than using dry season datasets. The second stage of the experiment was undertaken using 3-month (June-August), 1-month (July), and 1-week (July 14-20) datasets with the highest streamflow during April to September 2006. Table 4 shows that when calibrating the SWAT model using the 1-week dataset, the uncertainty increased and the NSE decreased distinctly in the validation period compared with the benchmark calibration. The calibration using the 1-month dataset still achieved similar performance to benchmark calibration. Thus, it is indicated that in the Jinjiang Basin, it is possible to calibrate the 15 SWAT model effectively using only 1-month's continuous daily observations of streamflow.
Evaluation of the Heihe Basin case
The results of the calibration are shown in Table 5 inferior to that of calibration based on the 3-year dataset. Even the calibration using the dataset of wet season of 2004 failed to identify behavioral parameter sets. This indicated that the variations of the hydrological processes during the wet season of this extreme dry year is difficult to describe using the model, and that of the five 6-months dataset was least representative of the characteristics of the water cycle of the studied basin. Subsets of data for the wet season of 2003 were selected for the second stage of the experiment. The 3-month, 1-month, and 1-week periods with the highest streamflow were June-August, 30
August, and August 8-14, respectively. None of calibrations based on these datasets achieved similar levels of performance Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci. Discuss., doi:10.5194/hess-2016 Discuss., doi:10.5194/hess- -192, 2016 Manuscript under review for journal Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci. as the benchmark calibration. Based on our evaluation, it is shown that a 6-month dataset could act as a surrogate for 3-year observational period for model calibration.
Comparison of the two case studies
The evaluations of the selected wet and dry basins revealed similarities and differences that are important to the generalization of the findings of this study, and useful for the evaluation of the value of available limited hydrological data in 5 solving real problems. In both basins, datasets of continuous daily observations covering periods less than 1 year were shown to achieve similar performances to a model calibration based on a 3-year dataset. This is in accordance with previous research using lumped conceptual models (Tada and Beven, 2012; Perrin et al. 2007; Seibert and Beven, 2009) . Even though the distributed model used in this study is more complex, the results still agree with the findings of Liu and Han (2010) , i.e., the information content of the calibration data is more important than the length of the dataset, which means it is possible 10 that only a dataset covering several months might contains sufficient information for parameter identification. The evaluation established that in the wet Jinjiang Basin, a 1-month dataset of daily streamflow data could achieve calibration results as good as the benchmark calibration. However, for the dry Heihe Basin, datasets covering less than 6 months could not identify parameters effectively. This might indicate that drier basins require a greater quantity of data for model calibration, which has been proved by the study using a conceptual model (Liden and Harlin, 2000) , because climatic variability is 15 higher and the runoff generation mechanism is more complex than in wet basins. Both cases show that when the length of calibration dataset is the same, data from wetter years and from wet periods perform better than data from drier years and dry periods. Kim and Kaluarachchi (2009) demonstrated that data from high-flow periods have greater control on model calibration because they are more informative with regard to parameter identification. In this context, our suggestion is in line with those made by Yapo et al. (1996) and Melsen et al. (2014) , which is that data from wetter periods should always be 20 preferred for model calibration.
Conclusions
This study was an initial evaluation of the possibility of calibrating physically-based distributed hydrological models using limited streamflow data, which could be obtained from field campaigns in the target basin or extracted from available fragmentary historical observation records. It could be considered a solution to the problem of ungauged basins in some 25
situations. Through application of the SWAT model to two Chinese basins with different climatic and hydrological characteristics, it has been demonstrated that datasets of daily measurements over periods of less than 1 year can constrain simulation uncertainty as effectively as calibration datasets covering several years. In the wet Jinjiang Basin, it was demonstrated surprisingly that the model could be calibrated successfully using only a 1-month dataset, whereas in the dry Heihe Basin, longer datasets (6 months) were required. Interestingly, although the two basins are quite different, when using 30 limited numbers of data for the model calibration, data from wetter years and from wet periods demonstrated best Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci. Discuss., doi:10.5194/hess-2016 Discuss., doi:10.5194/hess- -192, 2016 Manuscript under review for journal Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci. Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci. Discuss., doi:10.5194/hess-2016 Discuss., doi:10.5194/hess- -192, 2016 Manuscript under review for journal Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci. Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci. Discuss., doi:10.5194/hess-2016 Discuss., doi:10.5194/hess- -192, 2016 Manuscript under review for journal Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci. Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci. Discuss., doi:10.5194/hess-2016 Discuss., doi:10.5194/hess- -192, 2016 Manuscript under review for journal Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci. Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci. Discuss., doi:10.5194/hess-2016 Discuss., doi:10.5194/hess- -192, 2016 Manuscript under review for journal Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci. 
